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II.4 HOUSING

BUILDING A HOME IN ROXBURY
A Community of Neighborhoods
Most residents identify themselves with one of the twelve sub-neighborhoods that make up Roxbury. Each
sub-neighborhood has distinctive qualities characterized by diverse housing types ranging from single family to triple-deckers to multi-family housing blocks. Much of the architecture in Roxbury is of significant
historic value and many structures are being rehabilitated. The residents have a strong sense of identity with
these sub-neighborhoods and the Plan recognizes that strategies for housing development including architectural compatibility, affordability, unit mix and densities should be defined on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis. Where new development occurs, it should be designed to be compatible with the surrounding houses and not compound traffic and parking problems.
The approach to housing in Roxbury must facilitate the development of a mix of housing types at levels of
affordability that allow residents of various incomes to remain in the community in suitable housing. It is a
priority for Roxbury residents that neighborhood housing strategies also take into consideration the requirements of elderly and disabled persons. There is a great respect for elders in the Roxbury community and a
strong desire to make sure that they are provided with quality living situations.
An example of compatible housing
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Housing Trends
A strong economy and a surge in housing demand regionally have resulted in tremendous demand for housing throughout the city of Boston. Roxbury in particular has experienced one of the sharpest increases in
housing prices. Driven by its close proximity to downtown, its often stunning residential and its adjacency to
other high-priced neighborhoods such as Jamaica Plain and the South End, the price of a three family home
rose 94% between 1998 and 2000. Roxbury’s advertised asking rents increased by 60% between 1995 and
2000, with approximately 45% of the total number of available housing units in Roxbury taking in market
rate rents.

Keeping Roxbury Residents in the Community
While many Roxbury residents have enjoyed the benefits of the strong economy, many also fear that these
same forces will push some residents out of the neighborhood. Housing production in the region has failed
to keep pace with new demands created by job growth, and as a result, tremendous pressure has been placed
on home sale prices and rents. As more and more working families are being priced out of the market,
additional demand falls upon the stock of subsidized housing. As a result, an affordable housing deficit has
occurred in the region.
Roxbury has one of the lowest rates of owner occupancy — 22% versus 31% citywide. According to a
1996 study by the Department of Neighborhood Development and Boston’s Fair Housing Commission,
49% of Roxbury’s housing developments were subsidized, more than double the city’s rate of 19%. By the
year 2000, the percentage of the government-assisted housing stock sheltered from the market exceeded
50%, as compared to 20% citywide.
The high number of subsidized units has caused some residents to advocate for a greater balance of incomes in Roxbury and for an increase in homeownership, both affordable and market rate. Many residents
agree that it is important to encourage economic diversity and provide housing for a mix of incomes in all
new housing developments, both rented and owned.

Transit-Oriented Development
The Roxbury community can greatly benefit from new and innovative ideas concerning the development
of housing that takes into consideration issues of traffic congestion and the ready availability of transit
service. Transit-Oriented Development is an approach that advocates placing higher density housing and
mixed-use development near transit stations. Consequently, more residents can have access to public transit
and benefit from the services that mixed-use development can provide. Opportunities for Transit-Oriented
Development in Roxbury include areas around the Ruggles, Roxbury Crossing and Jackson Square MBTA
stations, Dudley Square, Upham’s Corner and, in the future, Grove Hall. should the Silver Line be expanded
there in future phases.

Public Support for Housing
The ability to access housing resources at the city, state and Federal levels is integral to housing production
and preservation. The Mayor’s housing strategy calls for an increase in city support and resources for the
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development of city-wide housing initiatives. These programs provide essential assistance to organizations,
institutions and residents working to increase the amount and quality of the housing stock in Roxbury.
Mayor Menino made housing production and preservation one of his top priorities beginning in January
1999. He elevated his housing department to the cabinet level, convened weekly meetings with heads of
the city’s housing-related departments and identified ways to address the first and largest obstacle to housing
production in Boston: financing. In the spring of 2000, Mayor Menino convened a panel of advisors to
assist him in formulating a new housing strategy for the City of Boston to meet its housing demand. The
Mayor published Leading the Way: A Report on Boston’s Housing Strategy FY2001-2003 in October 2000. This
strategy outlines the city’s campaign to increase the supply of housing resources and preserve and protect
Boston’s affordable housing supply over the next three years. It will focus the efforts of the city’s housing
agencies to ensure that the units created serve people across the income spectrum. In total, the housing
strategy targets public and private investment of more than $2 billion over the next three years.
Roxbury is expected to be a major beneficiary of the Leading the Way plan. Most of the stated goals of the
plan address Roxbury’s priorities and will be referred to in a number of cases in the list of recommended
strategies. The two most significant goals of the Leading the Way document are:
(a)
Increase the supply of housing citywide by 7,500 over 3 years. Production of new housing
for people at all income levels is needed to achieve a balanced and stable housing market. To do this, the
city will:
• Create 2,100 city-assisted affordable housing units
• Bring back on-line 1,100 vacant public housing units
• Encourage the private market to produce 4,300 units
(b)
Preserve 10,000 rental and owner occupied housing units. Preservation of existing housing
and protection for households who are casualties of our strong economy, including conversions to non-residential uses, must be an immediate priority.
The Roxbury Strategic Master Plan focuses on specific programs and initiatives that maximize opportunities
for Roxbury residents to meet the goals developed through the community process. The following goals
and strategies, while specific to Roxbury, incorporate the spirit of the Mayor’s Leading the Way strategy and,
in some cases, reflect its specific priorities.

GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the amount and variety of market rate and affordable* units in Roxbury.
Preserve affordable units.
Increase home-ownership opportunities for all income levels.
Increase and protect the options for housing the elderly and disabled community.
Protect and expand existing financial resources and housing programs.

* “Affordable” as used here is defined as all units affordable to households earning under 80% Average Median Income (AMI) or between 80% and 120% AMI where the unit is priced substantially below its market
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value and is deed restricted for a minimum of 15 years.

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
1.
Increase density and height guidelines on sites within the immediate vicinity of transit
stops. Transit-Oriented Development should be encouraged by lowering the parking ratio for housing sites
immediately adjacent to rapid transit stops on the Orange Line, the Silver Line and the Urban Ring, when
constructed. Each neighborhood, through community forums, will need to discuss the implicit tradeoffs
relative to marketability versus potential parking impacts on adjacent residential streets.
Related Initiatives
• Mayor’s Housing Initiative
• Access Boston, BTD
• Transit-Oriented Development Initiative
2.

Explore opportunities to adaptively re-use formerly non-residential buildings that might

Examples of Transit-Oriented Development
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appropriately become residential. Consider lofts in former warehouses and industrial and commercial
buildings in the Dudley Square and Hampden Street areas. Housing should also be encouraged above first
floor retail in order to promote safety and visibility for both shopping and living and to create vibrant 18hour commercial districts.
Related Initiatives
• Mayor’s Housing Initiative
• Transit-Oriented Development Initiative
• Artist’s Housing Initiative
• Leading the Way, Hidden Asset program
3.
Build housing on publicly-held land. The city has been underway with a Housing Initiative for
two years as part of the Mayor’s Leading the Way strategy. One of the priorities has been to inventory DND
and BRA-owned property that is zoned for residential uses and develop a schedule to advertise their availability for redevelopment in a timely way. The inventory of DND and BRA land can be found on the web
at xxxxx.com. Much of the inventory consists of small, scattered sites within neighborhoods throughout
the city of Boston including Roxbury. In some cases, the BRA and DND work together to adjoin adjacent
parcels of publicly-held land into single development sites to create a better redevelopment opportunity.
•

•

Affordable Housing. In keeping with the affordable housing needs as identified in Leading the Way, the
goal is to maximize the number of affordable housing units developed on publicly-owned land. A majority of units created by DND on city-owned property are affordable. As the city’s agency responsible
for the disbursement of all public funds four housing, the Department of Neighborhood Development
offers the property for sale and redevelopment with the intent to subsidize potential projects with the
Federal, state and city subsidies for affordable housing. The BRA on the other hand, subsidizes the cost
of the land but does not have authority to disburse public funding for housing. The BRA aims to maximize affordable housing subject to local community objectives, the realities of the market and financial
feasibility.
Community Process. The BRA and DND have developed a process for working with the community
to develop publicly-owned properties for housing. While their procedures might be slightly different, the BRA and DND have both set parameters by which the community has ample opportunity to
participate in and influence guiding principles for redevelopment. The processes are attached as an
appendix to this document [page?].

The Piano Factory is an example of a creative adaptive
re-use of a former industrial building

An example of a vacant lot that could be re-used as
a housing site

4.
Create the opportunity for sub-neighborhoods to comprehensively plan for development in
their area. The Roxbury community should be engaged by the city at the earliest possible juncture to comprehensively plan for development on public parcels and the preparation of Request for Proposals. Equally
important, the community must take the initiative to participate fully in that process.
•

Housing Disposition Process. Attached to this document in the Appendices is the outline for the
planning and design review procedures with the community for housing development on BRA and
DND property. The city will work with the Roxbury community in a productive and time sensitive
manner with a commitment to coordinate localized planning with larger community-wide planning
goals such as those established in this document.
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5.
Sub-neighborhood Studies. The BRA, in collaboration with other city departments such as
DND and BTD, is involved in sub-neighborhood studies through projects such as the Dudley Square
Transportation and Air Quality Study, the Grove Hall Housing on Main Streets Initiative, the Uphams Corner Transit-Oriented Development Study and the Highland Park Study. These studies recognize that each
neighborhood has varied goals, architectural styles and histories and that the sub-neighborhoods should be
given the opportunity to create their own housing goals, set density preferences and an affordable/market
rate unit mix.
6.
Work with private, institutional and community-based organization landowners to encourage and facilitate housing production on vacant land and buildings where appropriate. The
Boston Home Sites program is one resource available for private developers through the Department of
Neighborhood Development.

Abandoned building

Mixed-use prototype

7.
Explore the creation of a community land trust. Members of the community are encouraged
to work with community-based organizations to explore the use of a Roxbury community land trust to
acquire and develop vacant parcels or abandoned buildings for homeownership opportunities. The business
community, private institutions and local foundations should also be approached to support this effort.
Other ways of ensuring permanently affordable housing should also be investigated, such as affordability
deed riders that never expire or non-profit and tenant ownership vehicles.
8.
Review options, where appropriate, to mix housing development with commercial uses on
large parcels, particularly those along Melnea Cass Boulevard. Publicly- and privately-owned vacanat
or underutilized sites provide opportunities for mixed use development including residential and job generating uses. A market feasibility study on the publicly-owned land should be initiated to ensure that a balance
of the highest and best uses is created. This may require a corresponding review and update of current zoning practices in targeted areas within Roxbury.
9.
Maintain the affordability of Federally-financed rental units by helping the city to support
initiatives such as Tracking and Intervention, Tenants at Risk Program and Housing Preservation Agreements. These programs are described in Leading the Way.
10.
Rehabilitate and fully reoccupy Boston’s public housing. The Boston Housing Authority’s
Capital Improvement Program and HOPE VI program are initiatives by the BHA that are working to this
end. Examples include the successful completion of the Orchard Gardens public housing redevelopment in
Roxbury and Mission Main project in the nearby Mission Hill neighborhood.
11.
Preserve privately-owned affordable units. Use city-assisted programs such as Section 8
Voucher Assistance, Rental Housing Rehab/Preservation Funding Competition and the Hidden Assets
Program, as described in Leading the Way.
12.
Utilize existing city programs to educate and assist would-be homebuyers. There are many
existing city programs that Roxbury residents can use. These include: Homebuyer 101, Boston Home Certificate Initiative, 1st HOME Program, Boston Home Sites Program and Home Again Program. All of these
programs are described in Leading the Way.
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13.
Expand city programs that publicize the properties and actions of negligent owners. Many
abandoned buildings are privately owned. Attracting the public eye to negligent owners may conceivably
give incentive to such owners to renovate their properties. The city of Boston has instituted several vehicles
for making homeowners and absentee property owners accountable to the community for the maintenance
and upkeep of their property. See Leading the Way for programs that assist in this endeavor.
14.
Expand city programs that help aspiring homeowners understand the benefits and challenges of owning a home. Market to the community a variety of approaches to home-ownership including grants, education classes, reduced interest loans and incentives and programs designed to increase levels
of homeownership. See Leading the Way.
15.
Explore and encourage alternative forms of home-ownership. These alternatives include
cooperative housing, condominiums and other structured ownership of multi-family units.
Larger existing houses could be used for altnernative forms of
home-ownership

16.
Encourage the distribution throughout the community of housing types that accommodate special population groups. The elderly, the physically challenged, large families and single room
occupants, among others, all need housing in Roxbury. Distributing units throughout the community
guarantees that diverse populations will have access to housing. Critical to the success of such programs is
establishing siting standards and monitoring the management of group homes and Single Room Occupancy
facilities.
17.
Develop a housing strategy specifically geared to the needs of senior citizens such as
Transfer of Equity and the Senior Vacant Units Program. Affordable and Assisted Housing for Seniors
are initiatives that combine city-owned and privately acquired property with Federal, state and city funding to
create affordable housing for seniors.

An example of a larger house adaptively re-used to
serve the elderly

·
Transfer of Equity. Over the years, the elderly have committed time and resources towards making Roxbury a livable community. Some elderly residents would like to use the equity accumulated in their
homes and transfer it to another ownership structure. These may include assisted living options, cooperatives or condominiums that make it possible for the elderly to move out of their homes that are now too
large for their needs but still remain in the community.
·
Senior Vacant Units Program. This is a program that helps elderly homeowners remain in their
current homes, if they wish, through screening potential renters. In exchange for affordable rents, the chosen renters could be required to perform chores and other useful duties.
18.
Monitor the number of disabled housing units that are available in the community and encourage more housing developments that have sufficient numbers of units that require full Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility. All new housing in the city requires that 5% of the units
of housing in a development with 20 units or greater must have accessible units that are fully ADA-compliant for disabled persons. For housing developments with 12 units or more, ADA units must have access to
the first floor and in the elevator and hallways.
The costs for building units that are fully accessible with all the special features required tends to raise the
cost of the construction. Building housing developments with larger numbers of units are the most advantageous for the disabled community. Where these units are located in the community is often another impor-
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tant factor if a disabled person is dependent on public transit and the ease of having neighborhood services
that are in close proximity.
The city’s initiative to promote the study and implementation of Transit-Oriented Development where appropriate addresses many of the mobility problems that the disabled and the senior community face.
19.
Provide housing for the disabled through programs such as Non-Elderly Disabled Vouchers for persons with disabilities provided by the Boston Housing Authority.
20.
Continue to utilize and expand abandoned and vacant housing initiatives. The city provides
programs that the community should take advantage of to reoccupy vacant and/or abandoned units and
bring them back as affordable housing. As outlined in Leading the Way, the initiatives include such programs
as Abandoned Building Campaign, Receiverships, Vacant Apartment Project and Senior-Owned Vacant
Apartments.
21.
Develop a Roxbury Neighborhood Profile. The BRA has completed a Neighborhood Profile
for all neighborhoods in the city as defined by the BRA’s zoning boundaries. The profiles includes a basic
history and demographic data according to the new 2000 census data as well as other critical data that will
be made available to the community via website.
The BTD, through Access Boston, is in the process of developing neighborhood profiles for transportation
related issues. Publication of this document is estimated for Summer 2002 and will be featured on the BTD
website.
22.
Advertise housing programs available to Roxbury residents. Analyze neighborhood level
census-data upon release, posting demographic, housing and economic data on the city’s web site. Advertise
housing programs available to Roxbury residents and create partnerships for information dissemination with
community development corporations, churches, etc.

Encourage the development of more accessible housing units

Abandoned houses could be used for affordable housing

23.
Implement an advertising campaign that targets those households that are eligible to
benefit from City services. There are a variety of housing programs sponsored by the city and non-profit
organizations as well as educational programs.
24.
Establish a mechanism to advocate for ongoing and measurable city, state, Federal and
private funding support for housing. Existing housing resources are valuable community assets and need
to be preserved. It is of critical importance to establish a sound, consistent method that tracks and quantifies the disbursement of city funds. Knowing about and accessing the resources is essential for expanding
housing opportunities.
25.
Examine tax policies and recommend strategies to support current homeowners. A key
goal of the Plan is to ensure that current residents can remain in their homes. To that end, current tax policies should be examined and modifications suggested in order to provide incentives that enable homeowners to stay in their homes. New strategies should be developed and existing programs promoted to provide
financial support and resources, including low interest rehabilitation loans for low- and moderate-income
residents who want to remain in the neighborhood but need funds for maintenance and repairs.
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26.
Utilize “Don’t Borrow Trouble,” the city of Boston’s (DND) comprehensive predatory
lending awareness and foreclosure prevention program. This program includes a Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Federal Deposit Insurance Company and U.S. Conference of Mayors
award-winning educational campaign that is combined with one-on-one refinance and foreclosure prevention counseling offered by Boston Home Center staff as well as by foreclosure prevention specialists from
local non-profit housing agencies.
27.
Encourage local community organizations to monitor and reduce discrimination in lending practices, and hold lending institutions accountable to CRA regulations. By encouraging residents
to receive credit counseling and homeownership training, predatory lending practices can significantly be
reduced. Banks can further support these activities by sponsoring training sessions and education classes.
28.
Provide strong code enforcement of existing guidelines and policies. These codes need to
be strictly and equitably enforced. Investigate how funds can be linked with enforcement to help incomequalified homeowners make necessary repairs.
29.
Promote awareness of the free Homeowner 201 six-hour course covering property
management/maintenance, landlord training, and personal financial management. Though
required for those who wish to receive financial assistance through the DND’s Boston Home Certificate
Initiative, DND, the course is open to anyone. Graduates are eligible for discounts with several local home
insurance agencies and hardware stores.
30.
Approach potential partners to donate materials and time. In addition to the partnerships between the government and non-profit, for-profit, and institutional developers, other philanthropic partnerships can be a valuable tool in the creation of new housing. Architects could be approached to design housing prototypes pro-bono. Youth Build, a Roxbury-based organization that provides training in construction
skills for youth and young adults, or Habitat for Humanity, can partner with the community to work on
building or renovating homes. The Home Depot or Boston Building Materials Coop could be approached
to donate materials to build housing. The best support for this type of initiative may come through a community-based initiative through a community development corporation or a faith-based organization.
31.
Develop design guidelines that reinforce the richness and diversity of Roxbury’s current
housing on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis.
HOUSING DESIGN GUIDELINES
Renovations to current structures and future housing designed and built in Roxbury should meet rigorous
architecture and urban design standards. Through careful attention to site planning, massing and materials
any new housing should strive to complement and enhance the current housing stock, much of it historically
significant.
Design guidelines are an essential implementation tool. When carefully crafted, they communicate a
neighborhood’s vision for its future. They can be incorporated into Requests for Proposals, used as a basis
for evaluating variance requests and serve as a guide for both major and minor private building activity.
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Guidelines drawing

There are identifiable sub-neighborhoods in Roxbury, with streets that range in character from winding
hillside lanes with single family houses, to wide boulevards with substantial multi-story apartment buildings
and mixed-use structures. No one set of housing design guidelines could possibly work for all of Roxbury’s
sub-neighborhoods, or even for every street within a given neighborhood. The guidelines must, therefore,
be multi-faceted, and allow for some flexibility on a case-by-case basis.
Existing Street Types. Roxbury was originally a “streetcar suburb” and its streets reflect that typical pattern: a web of commercial streetcar streets infilled with a mosaic of residential streets. Streetcar streets
typically were lined with one-story commercial buildings and multi-story apartment blocks. Examples of
such streets are Blue Hill Avenue and Washington Street.
Two boulevards built in recent years, Martin Luther King and Melnea Cass, are examples of streets that
might lend themselves to the building of larger structures than would be more appropriate for most internal
residential streets.
Livability. Although some design guidelines for historic neighborhoods call for an almost exact replication
of the best of the neighborhood’s historic housing types, this approach may not produce housing units that
accommodate the needs of the modern day family. There have been many lifestyle changes since Roxbury’s
early development: smaller families, two-career couples and greater dependence on automobiles resulting
in increased traffic and demands for parking. Design guidelines for new housing types should respect the
historic context while still responding to these new challenges.
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New Housing. New residential development will occur in many forms: (1) existing residential structures
that will be rehabbed; (2) new housing on vacant lots in existing residential areas; (3) adaptive reuse of existing non-residential buildings; and (4) new housing in mixed-use areas with currently limited or no significant
amounts of residential uses.

“Older housing should be restored, not just “rehabbed.”
- Roxbury resident at community workshop
Existing structures of landmark quality when possible should undergo a full-fledged restoration and work
on these structures should follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Historic Rehabilitation. The plan
encourages that all buildings receive a similar level of care regardless.
Adaptive reuse of non-residential buildings and construction of new housing in mixed-use or non-residential areas potentially offer the most freedom in design, but design proposals should be subject to the scrutiny
of established neighborhood organizations, if only in an advisory role.

PRINCIPLES
The following basic principles will apply to all housing in all sub-neighborhoods:
•

All new and renovated housing should reinforce the richness and diversity of Roxbury’s current
housing.

•

New building types should be compatible with the predominant character of the existing housing
in the sub-neighborhood.

•

New construction should respond to existing topography and retain natural features, such as rock
outcroppings and large trees.

•

Appropriate housing density for each sub-neighborhood should be determined based on historical
densities, land use and context. Traffic generation and the availability of public transportation are
also factors to be considered when determining density thresholds and appropriate parking ratios.

•

Open space and landscape treatment should be a consideration when evaluating design proposals.

•

Whenever possible, housing units should be oriented to the street and have the option of a street
address at the ground level.

•

To encourage neighborhood security, units should be oriented to allow for surveillance of the
street and other public and semi-public spaces.

•

Access and parking should be accommodated so that the automobile, while conveniently situated,
does not dominate the site.
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•

There should be no difference in appearance between subsidized and market rate units.

PROCESS
Housing design guidelines should be organized by sub-neighborhoods and street types and with substantial
community input. It is anticipated that there will be specific guidelines for each sub-neighborhood and
street type. It is estimated that there will be an average of six street types per sub-neighborhood. Most
types will occur in all sub-neighborhoods. Using general urban design guidelines as a point of departure,
neighborhood organizations should adopt guidelines that reflect the unique characteristics of their streets
and blocks. The guidelines should not restrict new development to literally replicating existing housing
styles. There should be room for fresh interpretations of architectural themes that allow for innovations in
form and materials and to accommodate contemporary lifestyles.
The process of developing guidelines at the sub-neighborhood level should include the following basic
steps:
1.

Identify basic street types.

The type will be determined by numerous factors:
•
•
•
•
2.

Configuration – straight or curved, wide or narrow
Terrain – hilly or flat, rock outcroppings
Typical parcel size
Typical housing type(s)

Articulate shared neighborhood goals for each street type. Such goals might include, but not be
limited to, the following:
•
•
•

Reinforcement of the existing character
Introduction of a complementary development pattern
Complete transformation of the streetscape

The reinforcement of existing patterns might be appropriate for a very attractive street with few gaps in
development. More contemporary, but complementary, design typologies might be called for where opportunities for new development exist but the existing building typologies do not meet present day standards of
livability. A more aggressive transformation might also be appropriate for :
a) areas with numerous vacant lots
b) areas designated for Transit-Oriented Development
c) in areas where buildings were constructed that were out of scale with the predominant pattern
of other housing on the block or in the neighborhood (for example some multi-family housing projects created superblocks and disrupted historic patterns of scale and density).
3.

Identify appropriate housing type(s). In most cases, the appropriate housing type for each street
type will be similar in basic massing and materials to existing housing types found in the neighborhood.
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In some cases, housing types found in other parts of Roxbury or elsewhere in the city might also be
appropriate new construction typologies. With the condition that the dominant pattern of siting and
massing of the existing structures in the neighborhood are respected, new design ideas should also be
encouraged, particularly outside of designated historic districts or in areas of the community that were
not traditionally locations for residences.
4.

Identify essential elements of housing type(s). Guidelines should primarily address key design elements, as opposed to those that could be modified or omitted without compromising the overall effect.
For example, the guidelines should be clear about preferences for issues such as pitched or flat roofs, a
minimum or maximum number of stories, the inclusion of porches, or an acceptable palette of materials.

5.

Identify appropriate site configuration(s) for housing type(s). In most cases, historical patterns of
housing development cannot adequately accommodate off-street parking. Off-street parking to meet
contemporary market demands often requires a non-historical relationship between structures and the
lots on which they are sited. An advantage of aggregating and simultaneously developing multiple parcels is that it offers opportunities for combining parking in interior parking courts, allowing for better
streetscape continuity.

Housing Design Guidelines Checklist. The following annotated outline can serve as a useful checklist
of issues to be considered in the articulation of housing design guidelines for development in Roxbury’s
sub-neighborhoods.
1.

Massing
•

•

•

Building Envelope
− Height
− Frontage
− Orientation
Placement on Parcel
− Front yard setback
− Side yard setback
− Relation to existing natural features (steep slopes, rock outcroppings, large trees)
− Accommodations for natural light and air for proposed and existing buildings.
Relationship to rythem and pattern of adjacent buildings

Many historic single family houses in Roxbury are much too large for modern day families. In order to respect the historic development pattern on a street lined with large, old houses, it may be desirable to design
new structures that combine several units in one building that, at first glance, looks like one large, singlefamily house. This approach to new construction and the adaptive re-use of existing buildings makes for a
more compatible massing relationship on blocks where larger Victorian-era structures predominate.
2.

Open Space
• Public/Private Open Space
− Clear definition of public and private realm
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− Entrance – location and orientation
− Views from private to public space (for surveillance and security)
•

Assigned private outdoor space for each unit

•

Enclosure (wall, fence, hedge – height)
− Visual separation between neighbors
− Sound control

•

Trees (type, placement on site)

•

Lighting (porches, entrances)

Responsibility for public and semi-public space should be clearly defined.
In general, front entrances should be visible from the public way. The front yard and front porch should be
placed where passersby and neighbors can see and talk to the unit owners.
In apartment houses, balconies often serve as the primary outdoor space. Balconies should be designed to
provide a reasonable amount of privacy so that occupants do not feel as if they are sitting on a stage. When
possible, front porches and balconies should be large enough to accommodate a conversation group.
3.

•

Driveways, Parking, Service
Minimum number of off-street spaces per unit
− Curb cuts
− Maximum width
− Minimum spacing

•

Surface Parking
− Location
− Visibility from street
− Maximum area
− Preservation of front yards

•

Individual Garages
− Location in relation to building façade(s)
− Maximum width of garage door(s)

•

Structured Parking
− Maximum percentage of street façade devoted to structured parking
− Structured parking at sidewalk (allowed?)

•

Service
− Visibility from street
− Location in relation to building façade(s)
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•

Security
− Surveillance
−Lighting

Houses with double garage doors protruding toward the sidewalk, sometimes referred to as “snout houses,”
are not appropriate for active, pedestrian-oriented urban neighborhoods. If a garage must face the street, its
doors should be located in a plane behind the plane of the front façade.
When feasible, large amounts of parking should occur in structures or be accomodated below grade in
dense, urban residential neighborhoods. Whenever possible, large areas of surface parking should be placed
behind an apartment house and be generously landscaped. Driveways and landscaped open parking areas can foster socialization in the same way that front porches can Structured parking should never front
directly on a public way. Parking areas should be open to view and well lit. Care should be taken, however,
that light does not spill over into adjacent residences.
4.

Articulation
•

Height (maximum, minimum)

•

Roof type (flat, gable, hip, Mansard, gambrel)

•

Configuration ( simple block, irregular form)

•

Length of street façade (preferred, maximum)

Unless existing buildings are oppressively high or inappropriately low for the scale of the street, it is advisable for new building heights to match existing heights.
A variety of roof types can result in a more interesting streetscape than when all roofs are identical. Varied
building articulation is also desirable.
The length of the street façade is a critical issue. A developer owning several contiguous parcels could
construct one long building, potentially destroying the existing rhythm of single family house facades. The
existing rhythm could be maintained, even in a long building, by providing projecting elements of the same
width and height as existing houses.
Housing (and other buildings) on boulevards should be relatively massive, with strong façades set back from
the street. They should be generously landscaped.
5.

Architectural Features
•

Porches, stoops

·• Balconies
•

Bay windows
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•

Dormers

Architectural features provide human scale and individuality. The particular form and style of the features
is not as important as that they not appear skimpy. If sensitively designed, the architectural features of contemporary style housing can be as successful as those of traditional style housing.
6.

Fenestration
•

Windows (type, size, spacing)

•

Entrance doors

The size and spacing of windows and doors communicate a building’s use. It should be evident from its
fenestration that a building is housing, even when it is a large apartment building.
7.

Materials, Details, Colors
•

Cladding appropriate to context (concrete, brick, wood, metal)

•

Details

•

Color palette

•

Durability

Materials should be of good quality and detailed to minimize the effects of weather and intense use.
In summary, once design and development guidelines have been established with the input of each subneighborhood, they should be incorporated into Requests for Proposals sent out to developers and homebuilders. Neighborhood associations and community development corporations located in Roxbury should
be actively involved in the drafting of reasonable design guidelines and criteria and should evaluate development proposals for consistency with those guidelines before developers are selected. Once a developer
selection is made, interested community stakeholders should have an opportunity to review proposed
designs at appropriate intervals.
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